Key Stage 3 geography case studies for global learning

Activities from the Global Dimensions project

**How Am I Different?** (Teachers TV video focused on the experiences of refugee migration from a rights perspective)

GLP themes: interdependence/globalisation
Literacy and numeracy: oracy

**Developing talk: urban development in Rio de Janerio, Brazil** (planning and activity suggestions focused on the development of a favela)

GLP themes: development, critical thinking
Literacy and numeracy: oracy

**Developing maps** (planning and activity suggestions focused on identity and a sense of place)

GLP themes: interdependence, critical thinking
Literacy and numeracy: oracy

**Developing empathy and understanding** (planning, activity suggestions and links focused on identity and connection with other people and places)

GLP themes: development, interdependence/globalisation, critical thinking
Literacy and numeracy: oracy, reading

**Developing Interpretations** (planning, activity suggestions and links focused on thinking about the causes and impact of natural disasters)

GLP themes: development, critical thinking
Literacy and numeracy: oracy, reading, writing.